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Abstract:  

In this work, a new L-shape CPW quadrant patch antenna is designed and simulated using an 

electromagnetic solver for wireless band applications. The proposed antenna consists of an L-

shape CPW plane (Conventional coplanar waveguide) with a quadrant patch. The proposed 

antenna consists of the dimensions of 24x24x1.6mm 3 over an FR-4 substrate. The proposed 

antenna shows a return loss value <-15db and VSWR <2; moreover, the antenna shows a high 

gain value of >3dBi across the operating frequencies with efficiency >80%. The radiation  

patterns of the proposed antenna were also stated 
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Introduction 

Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), Global Positioning System (GPS), Wireless local area network 

(WLAN), General Packet Radio Switching (GPRS), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 

Access (WiMAX), Long Term Evolution (LTE), Wideband Coded Division Multiple Access 

(WCDMA), and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) prove as the certain specific 

applications in the system associated to the communication field within the equipped analysis 

that are in high demand [1]. The user can combine individual approaches for numerous purposes 

thanks to an antenna with a broader bandwidth. Microstrip antennas are widely employed today 

due to their small size and shape. The low bandwidth (between 2 and 5 per cent) of microstrip 

antennas is one of their main drawbacks and causes significant issues in some functions. The 

critical objective is to provide enhanced bandwidth sampled for the microstrip-based antenna 

in which the research study was nowadays attaining several strategies. These methods can be 

broadly divided into three groups: (i) feeding methods that include the aperture effect in creating 

the proximity for the coplanar surface in notches, slots, and diodes rectification for shorting the 
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possibility of walls, knots, and pills and so forth. In addition to (ii) antenna enabled with a multi-

resonance frequency that stacks in the structural rise of features. CPW feed is one of the simplest 

ways to acquire broad bandwidth out of all these methods that have been published. The first 

report of a CPW-fed antenna was made in 1990. Several alternative variants that include the 

coplanar range for guiding to the wavelength tapered to slot the antenna developed for the CPW-

CTS design (which develops the stripping mechanism loading the CPW fed to the square 

formatting) about the slot of rectangular shape that circularly divided for the partial approach 

of the planar structure being fed to the wavelength guided to the material under dual dimension 

for specific polarization reached to the compactness of the antenna developed with varied 

shapes slotted in the application mode for WLAN applications, featured with CPW suckled T-

shaped patch, CPW microstrip networked. Individual structures associating the radiating 

patterns that can be executed from implementing the sampled bandwidth frequency 

incorporated under the structure are reportedly insufficient with only a few applications.  

It isn't easy to construct a supplied network antenna of CPW under the bandwidth reached for 

the comprehensive range facility under specific radiated patterns. Because of straightforward 

feeding, affordable production, minimal creation of profile with ease of feature integration for 

the antenna streamed for the planar surface or microstrip reached in the application of modern 

purpose of wireless power transfer [1]. The antenna size significantly affects the size of wireless 

systems as a whole. Because the properties of the antenna are strongly related to performance, 

there is typically a trade-off between the two. A compact antenna is required for all applications 

in a single device due to the rapidly expanding communication network under the applications 

of bands sampled for the service of the domain in reaching the greater potentiality rate for the 

design dimension to the effects raised in the device of discrete instances. Further, the survey is 

under the multiple ports in receiving the greater focus through the growth of established 

broadband connectivity to systems integrated to the communication configured with the 

wireless model, primarily through the reach of applications such as WiMAX and WLAN, 

capable of attaining the correspondent range covered with 2.5,3.6,5.4 GHz rate with range 

handled at samples of 3.6,5.9 GHz rates that associated with the networking configuration 

respectively [1-6] manufacturing in response to the growth. However, they have shortcomings, 

such as poor gain and limited bandwidth. 
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This work presents the design of a wireless application-specific miniaturized dual-band antenna 

using L-shaped holes in the ground structure. We have contrasted the outcomes of simulations 

with those of a literature review. 

 

Design of the proposed antenna 

 

Fig.1. Schematic view of L-shape CPW quadrant patch antenna 

 

The proposed antenna dimensions are stated in Figure 1. It depicts the antenna's proposed 

geometry schematic as small and straightforward and illustrates the proposed patch antenna 

having an L-Shape CPW feed. This antenna comprises a quadrant patch with an L-shape CPW 

feed. The dimensions are 24x24x1.6mm3. Constructed with the substrate made of dielectric 

feasibility, attaining the range of 4.6. 

𝑓0 = 8 𝐺𝐻𝑧 

€𝑟 = 4.4 

ℎ = 2 mm 

Step 1: Determining the factor which undergoes the property of the material through the Able 

dielectric constant (€𝑟), which has been formulated using equation (1) as, 

€𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
€𝑟+1

2
(1 + 0.3 ∗ ℎ)  (1) 

Step 2: Developing the measuring fields for the material patched to the design by calculating 

the Length of the Strip (𝐿𝑠), exemplified in equation (2) for MPA as, 

𝐿𝑠 =
0.42∗𝑐

𝑓𝑟∗√∈𝑒𝑓𝑓
    (2) 
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Step 3: Determining Ground Plane width as (𝑊𝑔) attained within material surface developed so 

far with the patch design, supported through equation (3) 

 

Results and Discussions 

Various types of printed monopole antennas are investigated for wireless applications, 

including circular, square, elliptical, hexagonal, pentagonal, octagonal, and so on. Such shapes 

have been associated with L-shaped CPW antennas with quadrant patches for the consideration 

of analysis within the design developed. 

 

Fig.2 Return loss value 

Figure 2 states the value for loss returned for antenna networked with the design across the 

frequency functioned for the antenna designed, further attains -12dB rate of returned loss across 

the operating frequency of 2.5GHz, similarly across the operating frequency of 4 GHz and 6 

GHz the antenna stating -22dB and -18dB range return loss. The implementation of the 

proposed antenna's L-shape CPW layer and quadrant patch shows high-performance values in 

the antenna parameter in figure 2. 
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Fig.3 VSWR value of the proposed antenna 

Figure 3 shows the analysis for the measure of VSWR with the antenna developed under the 

incorporation of mapped impedance to take the reach in the connectivity signal for the topology 

handled to the antenna across a range of bandwidths. Implementing the proposed antenna's L-

shape CPW layer and quadrant patch shows high-performance values in the antenna parameter. 

Nevertheless, VSWR achieved is 1.5 operated under several sampling rates of 2.5GHz band, 

similarly across the operating frequency of 4 GHz and 6GHz the antenna stating the VSWR 

value of 1.9 and 1.5 which are in the acceptable range. 

 

Fig.4 Designed antenna with a gain value 

Figure 4 depicts approximated gain value reached with the antenna designed, stating the gain 

value of >2.5dbi across the operating frequency of 2.5, 4 and 6GHz, which are used in wireless 

band applications. 
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Conclusion:  

A tri-band quadrant patch antenna covering wireless applications across 2.5, 4.1 and 6 GHz 

sampled operative bands with achieved patterns that have gained stability with compactness 

design, ease to implement simple material to a substrate for easy fabrication using available 

FR-4 material. The L-shape CPW layer and quadrant patch improves through the radiant 

approach for the element utilized under the designed antenna, showing better reach in 

applications connected with wireless technology under multiple feedback. 
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